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The Cognitive Sciences

Sweet Anticipation
Music Theory operates
with a number of
fundamental terms that are
rarely explored in detail.
This book offers in-depth
reflections on key
concepts from a range of
philosophical and critical
approaches that reflect the
diversity of the
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contemporary music theory
landscape.
Psychology of Music Penguin
Brings together in one
volume important material
from various hard-to-locate
sources, giving the reader
access to a body of work
from one of the founders of
music psychology
Complements and updates
Sloboda's 'The musical mind'
The Cognition of
Basic Musical
Structures Elsevier
It all starts with
the release of
fidgety, suspicious
Percy Talbott from
state prison after
serving a five-year
sentence. We don't
know why, only that
she's released and
on her way to Gilead
and its "colors of
paradise." But when
she arrives it is
February and bitter

cold, and the only
one around to meet
her is restless
Sheriff Joe Turner,
who takes her to the
Spitfire Grill to
help the aging Hannah
Ferguson run the
diner. All is gray,
dismal and listless
around them, and the
characters are in the
"winter of their
lives" emotionally
and spiritually.

Music, Mind, and Brain
MIT Press
Sweet AnticipationMIT
Press
Handbook of Music and
Emotion Profile Books
A delightful journey through
the psychology and science
of music, WHY YOU LOVE
MUSIC is the perfect book
for anyone who loves a
tune. Music plays a hugely
important role in our
emotional, intellectual, and
even physical lives. It
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impacts the ways we work,
relax, behave, and feel. It
can make us smile or cry, it
helps us bond with the
people around us, and it
even has the power to
alleviate a range of medical
conditions. The songs you
love (and hate, and even
the ones you feel pretty
neutral about) don't just
make up the soundtrack to
your life--they actually help
to shape it. In WHY YOU
LOVE MUSIC, scientist and
musician John Powell dives
deep into decades of
psychological and
sociological studies in order
to answer the question
"Why does music affect us
so profoundly?" With his
relaxed, conversational
style, Powell explores all
aspects of music
psychology, from how music
helps babies bond with their
mothers to the ways in
which music can change the
taste of wine or persuade

you to spend more in
restaurants. WHY YOU
LOVE MUSIC will open your
eyes (and ears) to the
astounding variety of ways
that music impacts the
human experience.
The Analysis and
Cognition of Basic
Melodic Structures
Oxford University Press,
USA
Music's ability to express
and arouse emotions is a
mystery that has
fascinated both experts
and laymen at least since
ancient Greece. The
predecessor to this book
'Music and Emotion'
(OUP, 2001) was critically
and commercially
successful and stimulated
much further work in this
area. In the years since
publication of that book,
empirical research in this
area has blossomed, and
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the successor to 'Music
and Emotion' reflects the
considerable activity in
this area. The Handbook
of Music and Emotion
offers an 'up-to-date'
account of this vibrant
domain. It provides
comprehensive coverage
of the many approaches
that may be said to define
the field of music and
emotion, in all its breadth
and depth. The first
section offers multi-
disciplinary perspectives
on musical emotions from
philosophy, musicology,
psychology, neurobiology,
anthropology, and
sociology. The second
section features
methodologically-oriented
chapters on the
measurement of emotions
via different channels
(e.g., self report,
psychophysiology,

neuroimaging). Sections
three and four address
how emotion enters into
different aspects of
musical behavior, both the
making of music and its
consumption. Section five
covers developmental,
personality, and social
factors. Section six
describes the most
important applications
involving the relationship
between music and
emotion. In a final
commentary, the editors
comment on the history of
the field, summarize the
current state of affairs, as
well as propose future
directions for the field.
The only book of its kind,
The Handbook of Music
and Emotion will fascinate
music psychologists,
musicologists, music
educators, philosophers,
and others with an interest
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in music and emotion
(e.g., in marketing, health,
engineering, film, and the
game industry). It will be a
valuable resource for
established researchers in
the field, a developmental
aid for early-career
researchers and
postgraduate research
students, and a
compendium to assist
students at various levels.
In addition, as with its
predecessor, it will also
attract interest from
practising musicians and
lay readers fascinated by
music and emotion.
Tuning and Temperament
OUP Oxford
In Psychology of Music:
From Sound to Significance
(2nd edition), the authors
consider music on a broad
scale, from its beginning as
an acoustical signal to its
different manifestations
across cultures. In their

second edition, the authors
apply the same richness of
depth and scope that was a
hallmark of the first edition
of this text. In addition,
having laid out the
topography of the field in the
original book, the second
edition puts greater
emphasis on linking
academic learning to real-
world contexts, and on
including compelling topics
that appeal to students’
natural curiosity. Chapters
have been updated with
approximately 500 new
citations to reflect advances
in the field. The organization
of the book remains the
same as the first edition,
while chapters have been
updated and often
expanded with new topics.
'Part I: Foundations'
explores the acoustics of
sound, the auditory system,
and responses to music in
the brain. 'Part II: The
Perception and Cognition of
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Music' focuses on how we
process pitch, melody,
meter, rhythm, and musical
structure. 'Part III:
Development, Learning, and
Performance' describes how
musical capacities and skills
unfold, beginning before
birth and extending to the
advanced and expert
musician. And finally, 'Part
IV: The Meaning and
Significance of Music'
explores social, emotional,
philosophical and cultural
dimensions of music and
meaning. This book will be
invaluable to
undergraduates and
postgraduate students in
psychology and music, and
will appeal to anyone who is
interested in the vital and
expanding field of
psychology of music.
The Oxford Handbook of
Critical Concepts in Music
Theory MIT Press
Can music really arouse
emotions? If so, what

emotions, and how? Why do
listeners respond with
different emotions to the
same piece of music? Are
emotions to music different
from other emotions? Why
do we respond to fictional
events in art as if they were
real, even though we know
they're not? What is it that
makes a performance of
music emotionally
expressive? Based on
ground-breaking research,
Musical Emotions Explained
explores how music
expresses and arouses
emotions, and how it
becomes an object of
aesthetic judgments. Within
the book, Juslin
demonstrates how
psychological mechanisms
from our ancient past
engage with meanings in
music at multiple levels of
the brain to evoke a broad
variety of affective states -
from startle responses to
profound aesthetic
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emotions, and explores why
these mechanisms respond
to music? Written by one of
the leading researchers in
the field, the book is richly
illustrated with music
examples from everyday
life, and explains with clarity
and rigour the manifold
ways in which music may
engage our emotions, in a
style sufficiently engaging
for lay readers, yet
comprehensive and novel
enough for specialists.
Understanding Musical
Understanding Univ of
California Press
Where did musical
minimalism come from—and
what does it mean? In this
significant revisionist account
of minimalist music, Robert
Fink connects repetitive music
to the postwar evolution of an
American mass consumer
society. Abandoning the
ingrained formalism of
minimalist aesthetics,
Repeating Ourselves
considers the cultural

significance of American
repetitive music exemplified by
composers such as Terry
Riley, Steve Reich, and Philip
Glass. Fink juxtaposes
repetitive minimal music with
1970s disco; assesses it in
relation to the selling structure
of mass-media advertising
campaigns; traces it back to
the innovations in hi-fi
technology that turned
baroque concertos into
ambient "easy listening"; and
appraises its meditative
kinship to the spiritual path of
musical mastery offered by
Japan's Suzuki Method of
Talent Education.
Sweet Anticipation Little,
Brown Spark
In the first comprehensive
study of the relationship
between music and language
from the standpoint of
cognitive neuroscience,
Aniruddh D. Patel challenges
the widespread belief that
music and language are
processed independently.
Since Plato's time, the
relationship between music
and language has attracted
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interest and debate from a
wide range of thinkers.
Recently, scientific research
on this topic has been growing
rapidly, as scholars from
diverse disciplines, including
linguistics, cognitive science,
music cognition, and
neuroscience are drawn to the
music-language interface as
one way to explore the extent
to which different mental
abilities are processed by
separate brain mechanisms.
Accordingly, the relevant data
and theories have been
spread across a range of
disciplines. This volume
provides the first synthesis,
arguing that music and
language share deep and
critical connections, and that
comparative research provides
a powerful way to study the
cognitive and neural
mechanisms underlying these
uniquely human abilities.
Winner of the 2008 ASCAP
Deems Taylor Award.
How Music Works MIT Press
This classic chronicle of the
longstanding challenges of
tuning and temperament

devotes a chapter to each
principal theory, features a
glossary and numerous tables,
and requires only minimal
background in music theory.
Sweet Anticipation OUP
Oxford
Eugene Narmour formulates a
comprehensive theory of
melodic syntax to explain
cognitive relations between
melodic tones at their most
basic level. Expanding on the
theories of Leonard B. Meyer,
the author develops one
parsimonious, scaled set of
rules modeling implication and
realization in all the primary
parameters of music. Through
an elaborate and original
analytic symbology, he shows
that a kind of "genetic code"
governs the perception and
cognition of melody. One is an
automatic, "brute" system
operating on stylistic
primitives from the bottom up.
The other constitutes a
learned system of schemata
impinging on style structures
from the top down. The
theoretical constants Narmour
uses are context-free and,
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therefore, applicable to all
styles of melody. He places
considerable emphasis on the
listener's cognitive
performance (that is,
fundamental melodic
perception as opposed to
acquired musical
competence). He concentrates
almost exclusively on low-
level, note-to-note relations.
The result is a highly
generalized theory useful in
researching all manner of
psychological and music-
theoretic problems concerned
with the analysis and cognition
of melody. "In this innovative,
landmark book, a
distinguished music theorist
draws extensively from a
variety of disciplines, in
particular from cognitive
psychology and music theory,
to develop an elegant and
persuasive framework for the
understanding of melody. This
book should be read by all
scholars with a serious interest
in music."—Diana Deutsch,
Editor, Music Perception
On Repeat Little, Brown
THE MILLION COPY

INTERNATIONAL
BESTSELLER Drawn from
3,000 years of the history of
power, this is the definitive
guide to help readers achieve
for themselves what Queen
Elizabeth I, Henry Kissinger,
Louis XIV and Machiavelli
learnt the hard way. Law 1:
Never outshine the master
Law 2: Never put too much
trust in friends; learn how to
use enemies Law 3: Conceal
your intentions Law 4: Always
say less than necessary. The
text is bold and elegant, laid
out in black and red
throughout and replete with
fables and unique word
sculptures. The 48 laws are
illustrated through the tactics,
triumphs and failures of great
figures from the past who have
wielded - or been victimised by
- power. _________________
__________________ (From
the Playboy interview with Jay-
Z, April 2003) PLAYBOY: Rap
careers are usually over fast:
one or two hits, then styles
change and a new guy comes
along. Why have you endured
while other rappers haven't?
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JAY-Z: I would say that it's
from still being able to relate to
people. It's natural to lose
yourself when you have
success, to start surrounding
yourself with fake people. In
The 48 Laws of Power, it says
the worst thing you can do is
build a fortress around
yourself. I still got the people
who grew up with me, my
cousin and my childhood
friends. This guy right here
(gestures to the studio
manager), he's my friend, and
he told me that one of my
records, Volume Three, was
wack. People set higher
standards for me, and I love it.
Music and the Myth of
Wholeness Springer
Science & Business
Media
The psychological theory
of expectation that David
Huron proposes in Sweet
Anticipation grew out of
the author's experimental
efforts to understand how
music evokes emotions.
These efforts evolved into

a general theory of
expectation that will prove
informative to readers
interested in cognitive
science and evolutionary
psychology as well as
those interested in music.
The book describes a set
of psychological
mechanisms and
illustrates how these
mechanisms work in the
case of music. All
examples of notated
music can be heard on
the Web. Huron proposes
that emotions evoked by
expectation involve five
functionally distinct
response systems:
reaction responses (which
engage defensive
reflexes); tension
responses (where
uncertainty leads to
stress); prediction
responses (which reward
accurate prediction);
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imagination responses
(which facilitate deferred
gratification); and
appraisal responses
(which occur after
conscious thought is
engaged). For real-world
events, these five
response systems
typically produce a
complex mixture of
feelings. The book
identifies some of the
aesthetic possibilities
afforded by expectation,
and shows how common
musical devices (such as
syncopation, cadence,
meter, tonality, and
climax) exploit the
psychological
opportunities. The theory
also provides new insights
into the physiological
psychology of awe,
laughter, and spine-
tingling chills. Huron
traces the psychology of

expectations from the
patterns of the
physical/cultural world
through imperfectly
learned heuristics used to
predict that world to the
phenomenal qualia we
experienced as we
apprehend the world.
Sounds of Crossing
University Rochester Press
How can an abstract
sequence of sounds so
intensely express emotional
states? How does music
elicit or arouse our
emotions? What happens
at the physiological and
neural level when we listen
to music? How do
composers and performers
practically manage the
expressive powers of
music? How have societies
sought to harness the
powers of music for social
or therapeutic purposes? In
the past ten years, research
into the topic of music and
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emotion has flourished. In
addition, the relationship
between the two has
become of interest to a
broad range of disciplines in
both the sciences and
humanities. The Emotional
Power of Music is a
multidisciplinary volume
exploring the relationship
between music and
emotion. Bringing together
contributions from
psychologists,
neuroscientists,
musicologists, musicians,
and philosophers, the
volume presents both
theoretical perspectives and
in-depth explorations of
particular musical works, as
well as first-hand reports
from music performers and
composers. In the first
section of the book, the
authors consider the
expression of emotion within
music, through both
performance and
composing. The second

section explores how music
can stimulate the emotions,
considering the
psychological and
neurological mechanisms
that underlie music listening.
The third section explores
how different societes have
sought to manage and
manipulate the power of
music. The book is valuable
for those in the fields of
music psychology and
music education, as well as
philosophy and musicology
This Is Your Brain on
Music Simon and
Schuster
On Repeat offers an in-
depth inquiry into music's
repetitive nature. Drawing
on a diverse array of
fields, it sheds light on a
range of issues from
repetition's use as a
compositional tool to its
role in characterizing our
behavior as listeners, and
considers related
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implications for repetition
in language, learning, and
communication.
Why You Love Music Duke
University Press
The first book to provide
comprehensive introductory
coverage of the multiple
topics encompassed under
psychoacoustics. How
hearing works and how the
brain processes sounds
entering the ear to provide the
listener with useful information
are of great interest to
psychologists, cognitive
scientists, and musicians.
However, while a number of
books have concentrated on
individual aspects of this field,
known as psychoacoustics,
there has been no
comprehensive introductory
coverage of the multiple
topics encompassed under
the term. Music, Cognition,
and Computerized Sound is
the first book to provide that
coverage, and it does so via a
unique and useful approach.
The book begins with
introductory chapters on the

basic physiology and functions
of the ear and auditory
sections of the brain, then
proceeds to discuss numerous
topics associated with the
study of psychoacoustics,
including cognitive psychology
and the physics of sound. The
book has a particular
emphasis on music and
computerized sound. An
accompanying download
includes many sound
examples to help explicate the
text and is available with the
code included in the book at
http://mitpress.mit.edu/mccs.
To download sound samples,
you can obtain a unique
access code by emailing
digitalproducts-cs@mit.edu or
calling 617-253-2889 or
800-207-8354 (toll-free in the
U.S. and Canada).The
contributing authors include
John Chowning, Perry R.
Cook, Brent Gillespie, Daniel
J. Levitin, Max Mathews, John
Pierce, and Roger Shepard.
Psychology of Music Oxford
University Press, USA
When we hear music we
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don't just listen; we move
along with it. Hearing in
Time explores our innate
propensity for rhythmic
synchronization, drawing on
research in music
psychology, neurobiology,
music theory, and
mathematics. It looks at
music from a wide range of
musical styles and cultures.
Culture, Mind, and Brain
MIT Press
In Sounds of Crossing
Alex E. Chávez explores
the contemporary politics
of Mexican migrant
cultural expression
manifest in the sounds
and poetics of huapango
arribeño, a musical genre
originating from north-
central Mexico. Following
the resonance of
huapango's
improvisational
performance within the
lives of audiences,
musicians, and

himself—from New Year's
festivities in the highlands
of Guanajuato, Mexico, to
backyard get-togethers
along the back roads of
central Texas—Chávez
shows how Mexicans
living on both sides of the
border use expressive
culture to construct
meaningful communities
amid the United States’
often vitriolic immigration
politics. Through Chávez's
writing, we gain an
intimate look at the
experience of migration
and how huapango
carries the voices of those
in Mexico, those
undertaking the
dangerous trek across the
border, and those living in
the United States.
Illuminating how
huapango arribeño’s
performance refigures the
sociopolitical and
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economic terms of
migration through
aesthetic means, Chávez
adds fresh and compelling
insights into the ways
transnational music-
making is at the center of
everyday Mexican migrant
life.
Psychology of Music Oxford
University Press
The Cognitive Sciences: An
Interdisciplinary Approach,
Second Edition offers an
engaging, thorough
introduction to the cognitive
sciences. Authors Carolyn
Sobel and Paul Li examine
the historical and
contemporary issues and
research findings of the core
cognitive science disciplines:
cognitive psychology,
neuroscience, artificial
intelligence, linguistics,
evolutionary psychology, and
philosophy. For each of these
core disciplines, the historical
development and classic
research studies are
presented in one chapter and

current research development
and issues follow in a second
chapter, offering students a
broad understanding of the
development of each
concentration in the cognitive
sciences. The text presents a
student-friendly approach to
understanding how each
discipline has contributed to
the growth of cognitive science
and the implications for future
research. NEW TO THIS
EDITION Includes a new
chapter on evolutionary
psychology, an important
emerging field in the cognitive
sciences. Offers fully updated
research, including subjects
such as embodied cognition
and extended cognition
(philosophy), bilingualism
indicating its wide-ranging
effects on brain capabilities
(linguistics), and current work
in neuroplasticity
(neuroscience). A new image
program helps illustrate new
and key concepts in the text.
The companion website
contains helpful pedagogical
features to aid faculty and
students. Praise for The
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Cognitive Sciences, Second
Edition “I am impressed with
the completeness of the text. I
have suffered from some
tunnel vision thinking that all
cognitive science intros
needed to be more thematic.
The field approach of this one
is a refreshing change.” -
Kenneth M. Moorman,
Transylvania University “You
have a winner. It is well
organized, cutting edge,
theoretical, and substantive,
and easy to read. The stories
and contextualization of the
material for the reader was the
biggest strength of this text.” -
Thelon Byrd Jr., Bowie State
University “The text is clear,
organized, and, overall, very
well-written. In fact, it has
been a pleasure to read. It
should be very accessible to
undergrads in an introductory
cognitive science course,
whether majors or not." -
Michael R. Scheessele,
Indiana University South Bend
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